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ABSTRACT 

We present a detailed review of the expected phenomenology of 
CP violation in neutral B l&D] meson decays. When stating predictions 
as obtained from the standard model, we emphasize the basic concepts 
involved and give general expressions; the numbers that we quote are 
meant to illustrate the method and provide guidelines, not to be precise 
predictions. 

PROLOGUE 

Among the many statements that can and have been made on CP viola- 
tion, three stand out since they are unassailable without being trivial: 

- A breakdown of CP invariance has been directly observed in nature, namely 
in KL decays. 

- CP violation, despite its shy appearance on the stage of physics, represents 
a truly fundamental phenomenon-as it has been duly recognized from the 

9E 

beginning. 

- We cannot claim to have developed a real understanding of this phe- 
nomenon. This -in view of the first two points-is highly unsatisfactory, 
if-not outright embarrassing; it actually refers to two different levels: 
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(a) Considerable progress has been made in ‘Theoretical Engineering;” we 
have developed a rather clear picture on the various generic ways of 

‘. 

. imbedding CP violation into a given t+eory.‘l But we have been un- 
able to decide which of these mechanisms is the source, or even the 
dominant source, of the observed CP violation. 

(b) Considering the fundamental importance of CP violation one yearns 
for a deeper understanding that goes beyond the question of which 
mechanism describes the data properly. 

We do not -have anything specific to say concerning point (b); however, 
we believe that it can hardly find a satisfactory answer if point (a) remains 
unanswered. Furthermore, we feel strongly that CP violation has to be found 
outside the decays of neutral kaons before light can be shed on the underlying 
source. 

Beauty hadrons carry excellent promise to exhibit large observable 
CP asymmetries in their decays. This holds, in particular, in the Kobayashi- 
Maskawa (KM) ansatz2] where it is the interplay of three quark families that 
makes the phases of the weak couplings and thus CP violation observable. Beauty 
decays are then the process of choice: b quarks belong to the third family, yet 
have to decay into members of the lower families; even the top quarks are drawn 1. 

into this affair via B”-r mixing. 

This argument can of course be made in a more precise way: the unitarity 
of the KM matrix V yields, among others, the following three relations which 
are evidently invariant under changes in the phase convention adopted for the 
quark fields 

V(ud)V*(td) + V(us)V*(ts) + V(ub)V*(tb) = 0 , (1) 

V(ub)V*(ud) + V(cb)V*(cd) + V(tb)V*(td) = 0 , (2) 
2 

V(cd)V*(td) + V(cs)V*(ts) + V(cb)V*(tb) = 0 . (3) -- 

Up to small corrections of order sin2 8,, these equations can be rewritten 
in a simplified fashion: 
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V*(td) + XV*(ts) + V(ub) N 0 , 

V(ub) - XV(cb) + V*(td) H 0 , 

-AV*(td) + V*(ts) + V(cb) N 0 , 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

where 

X-sin@, . 

- These equations represent triangle relations in the complex plane and-as 
first pointed out by Bjorken, L.-L. Chau and Jarlskog25]-are quite accessible to 
geometric intuition: 

(i) Different parametrizations of the KM matrix correspond just to different 
rotations of these triangles. 

(ii) The two triangles defined by Eqs. (4) and (5) actually agree to this order 
in X since obviously V* (ts) N -V(cb). This triangle is shown in Fig. 1 with 
a shape that is “typical” as explained later. 

(iii) The triangle defined by Eq. (6) is quite a squashed one since 
IV(ts)I N IV(cb)l > XIV(td)l. 

5928Al - hV(cb) 

Fig. 1. Triangle depicting dominant relative phases in KM ansatz with 
three families. 
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Figure 1 contains the main observation: there are sizeable relative phases 
between V(ub), V(cb) and V(td). They can all be probed with high sensitivity 
in beauty decays (where V (td) drives Bd - zd mixing). 

. In K and D decays, on the other hand, the situation is much less favorable: 
V (cs) contains a CP violating phase, but only at order X4; V(td) is quite crucial 
for EK and c’, yet its numerical impact is greatly reduced by the smallness of 
V(td)V* (ts); furthermore, the dynamical “accident” (as far as CP violation is 
concerned) of the AI = l/2 rule reduces CP asymmetries like c’ by an additional 
order of magnitude. 

For more detailed considerations it is still useful to employ an explicit 
form of the KM matrix 

- d S b 

l- ix2 x AX3 (p - irj (1 - :A”}) : 

VKM = -A 1 - ‘x2 
2 - irjA2X4 AX2(1 + +X2) 

AX3(1 - p - iv) -AX2 I 
t ’ 

1 

(7) 

where we have used the Wolfenstein expansion up to order X4(X6) for the real 
(imaginary) parts of the charged current couplings. 

1. 

Meaningful bounds now exist on all these parameters; one typically finds 

A = 1.1 f0.2 from 78 , (8) 

0.08 s p2 +v2 2 1.0 from B -+pFr(r) , Iv noncharm, (9) 

p < 0 from Bd - Bd mixing . (10) 

To derive more specific numbers one has to proceed with considerable care and 
caution. For at present no precise scheme exists for describing weak decays 
that has been derived from first principles; instead one is limited to employing 
various phenomenological prescriptions whose reliability is not well established. 
Furthermore they introduce systematic correlations among the numerical values 
for the KM parameters as they are inferred from the data. Accordingly, one has 
to apply these schemes consistently. 

c 
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Fig. 2. (a) The allowed region in the Q - p plane as derived in the BSW 
ansatz, with BK = 1. (b) Same as in (a), but using the GIW scheme. 

In Fig. 2a we show the allowed range in the q-p plane as obtained26l in the 
BSW ansatz, Ref. 9; the upper bound I V,,a I= 0.007 is deduced from semileptonic 
B decays, the lower bound is suggested by BR(B + pj%r(r)). The constraint 
imposed by CK is represented by the three lines for mt = 50,100,150 GeV when 
using BK = 1. The ARGUS data on Bd - %?d mixing do not provide very specific 
constraints yet, apart from favoring negative values for p. 

Figure 2b shows the results of the analogous analysis based on the GIW 5 
ansatz, Ref. 23. 

From both curves we read off that v = 0.2 represents quite a reasonable 
value. Furthermore, UAl data on direct production of top and ARGUS data 

-- 
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on Bd - Bd mixing imply a lower bound on m(top)lgl while a comprehensive 
analysis of electroweak phenomena leads to an upper bound201 

50 GeV 6 rnt 6 200 GeV . (11) 

Within the theoretical (and experimental) uncertainties one has to allow 
for at present, the KM scheme is able to reproduce the observed strength of EK 
and to predict E’/~K - few x 10e3. 

At this point we want to emphasize another important feature of beauty 
physics: their theoretical treatment should be much more reliable than that of 
K (and D) physics since on very general grounds one expects global contribu- 
tions from long-distance dynamics to be fairly small in beauty decays. Also, the 
radiative QCD corrections are smaller and in any case computed with a higher 
degree of confidence. Accordingly, we will see that careful studies of B”-r 
mixing and CP violation does much more than “just” test the Standard Model 
in a very sensitive way: it probes the existence of “New Physics” characterized 
by high-mass scales like a fourth family, right-handed currents, etc. Since this 
subject is outside the scope of this review we will make only brief references to 
it at appropriate times. 

- 

1. 
Unfortunately, it is one thing to state that among the multitude of beauty 

decays there are some with large CP asymmetries and an altogether quite dif- 
ferent thing to make this statement more precise: how large an asymmetry does 
one really predict and in which decay mode? 

It obviously is quite premature to present precise numerical estimates: 
even basic quantities like the lifetimes for the different beauty hadrons separately, 
i.e., 

T(B,J vs. T(B,) vs. r(Bd) vs. r(A*) 

have not been measured with any accuracy. Instead we are forced to rely on 
theoretical estimates which state, rather conservatively, that 

1 s W) 
wf) 

s 1.2 , etc . 

There are very few exclusive branching ratios known, and the errors 
attached to these numbers are still quite large. 



. 

Instead we have decided to dwell more on the basic methods and present 
expressions that are as general as appropriate. Definite numbers will at times be 
inserted, mainly for illustrative purposes and to show that our considerations are 
far from being purely academic. We want to enable the reader to insert precise 
numbers for various parameters whenever they become available. 

._ 

The field we are going to discuss contains many elements of open-ended 
adventure; accordingly, we treat it like a modern drama-there are certainly 
many lessons in it, but we do not know when they will come out and what they 
will finally be. In Act I we set the stage by developing the general phenomenology 
of CP asymmetries in B decays; in Act II we focus more specifically on Bd decays, 
while B, decays take center stage in Act III; in Act IV we address the issue of 
how to search for these effects in e+e- annihilation and in hadronic reactions 
before giving a summary and presenting the conclusions in Act V. 

ACT I. THE PLOT: CP ASYMMETRIES IN B DECAYS 

Assuming CPT invariance implies that CP violation can enter only via 
relative complex phases between (effective) coupling constants. These phases 
can be observed only if two difetent amplitudes contribute coherently to the 
same process -the asymmetry is produced by their interference. Basically, there 
are just two ways to realize such a scenario: 

-. 

- via final state interactions, hereafter referred to as FSI 

- via mixing, like cK. 

The different scenarios can be distinguished also in an operational way: 
one compares the evolution of decay rates in proper time 

rate [B(t) + f] oc evrt G t+ rate [B(t) --$ f) cc eDrt G . (12) 

A difference 
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- 
establishes CP violation. Such a difference can be realized in two quite distinct 
ways: 

dG 0 --= 
& c - 9 :- 

-- d43O - . 
When the final state f is flavor specific, i.e., 

- 

the first situation, Eq. (13), applies. This is always (but not exclusively) the case 
when FSI are essential in exposing CP violation. When f (and therefore also fl 
is common to both B and B decays, possible only for neutral B decays, - 

(16) 

the second scenario, Eq. (14), applies which involves Be-r mixing as we 
will see. 

The decays of neutral B mesons can realize both scenarios-in contrast to 
the decays of charged B mesons and Ab baryons which are treated in a separate 
article.3l 

(A) General Formalism 

The proper time evolution of a meson that was born as a B” or go, 
respectively, at time t = 0 is given in the most general Pais-Treiman form41 by 

PO(t)) = s+(t) IB”>o + z s-P> I s)o 3 
Ig(t)) = 5 g-(t>,BOb k+(t) lB”>o , 

__ . 7x g*(t) = f exp 1 I 
-il?lt exp(imrt} 1 f exp [ { - faft } exp{i*mt}] , 

AI’=I’2-I’r , Am=ma-ml , z=E. 
P l+T 

(17) 
ri, mi, i = 1,2 are the width and mass of the two neutral mass eigenstates Bi. 

5 
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For the decay rate into a final state f and its CP conjugate f one finds 

. 

accordingly as a function of proper time t 

1 
rate[BO(t) + f] a -eerlt G , ’ 

G = a + bevAr’ + ,“, -1/2Art cos Amt + de-‘f2Art sin Amt , 
(18) 

. 
rate[Bl(t) + f] a 

1 -,-rd c 

czE+&-Art + E-c2-1,2Art cds Amt + d e-1/2Art sin Amt , 
(19) 

where 
t-1 t-1 
A ( f ) = ((r)lL (AB = 1) ,(i)‘,o , 

3f) 
F(f) = A(f) ; p(f) = 30 

an ’ 

a = IA( 

Re [f, p(f)]} 9 

5 = Ix(f) j2 { f(l+ I$U)12) - Re [f PLO]} 9 

CP invariance is clearly violated if (for Al?, Am # O-), 

a#aorb#6orc#Zord#d . (21) 

Equations (18)-(20) d escribe the most general proper time evolution for 
the decay of a neutral B meson. Staring at the most general case of a problem 
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is rarely illuminating; instead we will use Eqs. (18)-(20) as master equations for 
the subsequent discussion where we consider complementary special cases. 

We have already introduced two basic categories of final states f which will 
exhibit quite a different phenomenology, namely =flavor specific” decay modes 
where 

A(f) .x(f) = 0 = A(f) -x(f) , (22) 

and those which are common to direct B” as well as B” decays: 

A(f) -x(f) # 0 # A(f) -X(f) . (23) 

- Four examples -two each from these two categories-will help to illustrate 
the general scenario. 

- 

(i) Flavor Specific Decays 

Semileptonic decays represent the most convenient (though not only) 
example of flavor specific decays. In the Standard Model b quarks can decay 
directly into negatively charged leptons only: 

b/l z-Dq 
nz+uq ’ 

With the convention 

B” = (6q) , q=d,s , 

one can express Eq. (24) as a AB = AQl rule 

B”-+t+vX+~, 

B”#+t-uX+%?. 
__ ..-- 

Accordingly, 

A(Z-D X) = @+v X) = 0 . (27) 

10 
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- Ezample I: B”(t) + Z+Y X vs. p(t) + Z-v X 

Equation (27) is re-expressed in the notation of Eq. (20) 

. 
a = b = f c = $A(Z+v X)12 , 

d=d=O, 

and therefore [see Eqs. (18) and (19)] 

G = IA(Z+v X 2 1’ { 1 + emArt + e-‘lzArf cos Amt > > 
, (28) 

- - 

zz = ,Jqz-fi X),2 {f (I+ esArt) + e-112ArtcosAmt} , (2% 

dG d bw+v WI2 s 0 -==- 
dt G dt ‘A(Z-Y X),2 ’ (30) 

A CP asymmetry can then exist only if 

Iw+v WI # IW~ WI , (31) 

i.e., if there is CP violation in AB = 1 transitions. This is referred to as direct 
CP violation. Since we will return to it in a more detailed way we make only a 
brief remark in passing: it is highly unlikely for Eq. (31) to be realized in nature, 
nonleptonic decay modes offer much better prospects; nevertheless this example 
is useful for illustrating the general phenomenology. 

Ezample 2: B”(t) -+ Z-v X vs. B”(t) --) Z+v X 

..y- New features appear here since these decays can occur only due to B” -3 
mixing. Equation (27) is now re-expressed as 

a=b= -l/2 c = l/2 ; 2 Isr(z-Y X)12 ) 
I I 

(32) 
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. 
and therefore 

G= !! I I p 2 1X(1-Y X)12 {f (1+ e-q - e-l/tA~%os*mt} , 

E = /;I2 p(l+Y X)12 {a (1+ P) - .-li2~~~cos*,t) , 

dG d q ’ Ix(l-v X)12 -==- - 
dt G dt p IA(l+v X)12 = ’ ’ I I 

(33) 

(34 

(36) 

(37) 
- 

There is a CP asymmetry even if the AB = 1 amplitudes are, as expected, 
identical, namely when 

As described in more detail later, Iq/p12 # 1 describes one aspect of CP 
violation in B”-g mixing, i.e., in AB = 2 transitions. We will also see that the 
prospects for ever observing such an effect are quite discouraging. 

(ii) Flavor Nonspecific Decays 

There are quite a few nonleptonic channels that are common to B” and 
B” decays. Among them is a special class of such final states f, namely CP 
eigenstates 

Their special role is exhibited in the following theorem: 

Let Bneut denote any combination of B” and B” mesons and f a final state 
of definite CP parity. CP violation is established by finding the proper time 
evolution for the rate Bneut -+ f to be different from a single, pure exponential, 
i.e., 

-. 

C 

d rt 
z” rate (Bneut (t) + f) # 0 . 

for all T. 
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- 
The proof is completely elementary. Assume CP to be conserved; then 

the mass eigenstates are CP eigenstates as well: CPIB*) = f lB*); furthermore 
B+ ---) f+,B- +f+ for CP I f+) = If+). Therefore,. 

. N+ rate[BneUt (t) -+ f+] = N+ + N rate (B+(t) + f+) = eert con& . 

where i+ [ N-1 d enotes the original number of B+[B-] mesons in the Bneut beam, 
Q.E.D. 

This can be seen also explicitly by applying Eq. (17): if CP is conserved, 
one can set q/p =ml without loss of generality; then one writes down 

Here we have used the definition 

- 
W/B’) = 13) , 

which leads to 

- 

I&) = 5 (IB’) f 13)) . 

Ezample 3: B” + tjKs vs. B” + +Ks 

The final state $JKS besides being an odd CP eigenstate is described by 
a single isospin amplitude. Therefore as explained later in detail 

(42) 

G = lA($Ks)l” 1+ R { e [EiQXs)] +e-Art(l--Re[~~(~Ks)]) , 

e-1/2Art cos Amt + 2 Im [E 7 (@KS)] e-1/2Art sin Amt 
> 

, 

(43) 

__ ..y- E = IA(T+!&T)~~ I+ R { e[~~(~Ks)~‘]+e~Ar’(1-Re[5g(~K~)-1]) , 

e-bArt cos Amt + 2 Im 5 7 (+Ks) -’ I e-iArf sin Amt . 

(44 

5 
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As discussed in Acts II and III one expects that [q/p1 H 1; q/p T is then described 
by a unit vector in the complex plane: 

Accordingly, Re (q/p) 7 = Re [(p/q) ~~‘1 ; Im K~lP)~il = -b [(P/Q) ~‘1 and 

G = IA(1/Ks)12 emArt) + (1 - e -Arf) Re [t F NW] , 

+ 2 Im [i 7 ($Ks)] e-1/2Arf sinAmt 
> 

’ 
(45) 

c = lA($~Ks)l’ (1+ eSArt) + (1 - eBArt ) Re [f F (W&J 9 

(46) 

If finally, as expected, AI < I? = +(I1 + l?2), very aimple expressions 
emerge: 

G = 21A(t,hKs)j2 (1+ AS sinAmt) , (47) 

E = 21A($Ks)12 (1 - AS sin Amt) , @*I 

AS = Im [f 7 ($Ks)] - (49) 

Comparing Eqs. (47) and (48) 1 a so shows that this CP asymmetry can be 
observed only if B” decays can be distinguished from B” decays at least partially 
(unless one is able to detect e -Art effects). This exemplifies the general need for 
“flavor tagging” in these studies-a topic to be addressed in Act IV. 

14 



For final states that are not CP eigenstates one typically finds - 
IF( B- 1 or < 1. For instance, 

c 

(51) 

- 

However, an inspection of Eq. (20) h s ows that a CP asymmetry is greatly 
damped in both cases. The optimal value is actually Ip( - 1, which is 
intuitively clear since one searches for an interference between the two amplitudes 
A(f) and z(f) d an maximal interference is attained for IA( f)l = Ix(f)l. 

As already indicated, and we will discuss it in more detail later on, IF(f) I = 
1 is a natural value when f is a CP eigenstate. However such a scenario can be 
reached also for other final states, though at the cost of quite a small branching 
ratio. 

- 

Ezample 4: B” + ‘is” KS vs. i? + Do KS -. 

Hadronic complications arise here that will be addressed later. Very 
roughly one finds 

I@) KS) 1 - 0 (I ; ;“‘v;;((“,; I) c us 
/ ,- -\ 

- 0 (<P” + tl”) - O(l) - MD0 &)I 9 
(52) 

and thus 

G - IA(s Ks)12 

__ _ ._2. C-IX(DO Ks)12 (53) ' 

Im 5 p (Do KS) I [ - - Im ; j? (3 KS) I . 
15 



Two remarks on time-integrated quantities will conclude this subsection: ” 
- 

i Since the CP asymmetries in flavor specific decays are independent of 
(proper) time, one can integrate over all decay times with impunity, i.e., 
without diluting a possibly existing asymmetry. 

CP asymmetries in flavor nonspecific decays exhibit a very special time 
dependence involving terms like eDrf sin Amt. Integrating over all decay 
times yields 

I’ mdte-rtsinAmt = & , 
/ 

Z= F , 
0 

Obviously mixing has to occur, i.e., z # 0, for this effect to become 
observable. Yet too much mixing, i.e., z > 1 leads to a suppression - l/z : 
this is easily understood by remembering that in that case one sums over B” as 
well as B” decays which necessarily leads to a suppression of the asymmetry. 

So far our discussion has been completely phenomenological; in the next 
two subsections we discuss how the various CP asymmetries can be classified in 
a more systematic way. 

(B) CP Asymmetries and Final State Interactions 

When two different amplitudes contribute to the decay of a beauty hadron 
B into a final state f, one writes down for the amplitude 

A = (flL(AB = 1)IB) = (flLl.lB) + (flf&lB) = glMleial + g2M2eicra . (55) 

Ml, M2 denote the matrix elements for the weak transition operators Lr, fZ2 with 
the KM parameters gr, g2 and the strong (or electromagnetic) phase shifts or, CQ 
factored out. The amplitude for the CP conjugate decay B + f then reads: 

x = (flL(AB = 1)/B) = giMleial + g;M2eiQa , (56) 

where it is the CP invariance of the strong forces that fixes the phase shifts in 
Eq. (55) following the usual prescription of field theory. 

16 
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Comparing Eqs. (55) and (56), one obtains 

- I’(B + f) - I?@ + n a h g;gz sin(cur - a2)MlM2 . (57) 

Such a CP asymmetry is usually called a direct CP violation since it involves 
only decay, i.e., AB = 1 processes. 

Two conditions have thus to be met simultaneously for such an asymmetry 
to show up (in the absence of B” - B” mixing): 

(i) There has to be a relative complex phase between the two weak couplings 
gr and g2. Within the Standard Model this means that the branching ratios 
for such modes are suppressed by small, or even tiny, KM parameters, as 
will be illustrated by the examples given later. It is not necessarily true 
anymore in the presence of substantial contributions due to New Physics. 

- - 
(ii) Nontrivial phase shifts al # (~2 have to be generated by the strong forces. 

In principle, this could be done by the electromagnetic forces as well; in 
practice, however, such effects are far too small. 

These two requirements make it obvious that only nonleptonic beauty de- 
cays have a realistic chance to exhibit direct CP violation, but not the semilep- 
tonic decays we had used previously as example. I. 

Satisfying condition (ii) is not expected to pose a severe restriction in _ 
principle. Invoking the concept of duality, one can argue quite forcefully that 
inclusive decay rates of hadrons as heavy as B mesons should hardly be affected 
by final state interactions (= FSI) since a summation over many channels is 
involved. Yet the situation is quite different for ezclusiue decays, as can be 
illustrated by the following qualitative observations. 

An important part of the effect of FSI is given by on-mass-shell rescatter- 
ing processes which modify the bare decay amplitude A”(B -+ f) as follows: 

A(B + f> = c (sf)f,,,Ao(B + f’) , 
f, 

(58) 
__ ..-- 

, 

where S1i2 is the square root of the strong interaction S matrix of definite isospin 
and f’ denotes the intermediate states. This will introduce absorption, phase 
shifts and channel mixing. There is no reason why these effects will generally be 
small in B decays. 
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Fig. 3. Quark diagrams for (bq) -+ s?iu?j decays. 

- 

The qualitative and sketchy nature of this discussion51 points to the real prob- 
lem that condition (ii) poses: while rescattering, etc., is bound to occur, there 
exists at present no scheme whatsoever for dealing with FSI in a numerically 
reliable fashion. 

An interesting scenario61 in our judgment is provided by contributions 
from the Penguin operator which is shown by the last two diagrams in Fig. 3: 

= G f 
Op &! [ 

B 7p(l - 75) 31 (p74 , (59) 

with ta denoting the SU(3) color matrices. This operator emerges when 
L(AB = 1) is renormalized from the scale Mw down to mb: 

L,,,(AB=l, rni) =cpOp+... , (60) 

where the dots denote the usual current-current operators. The coefficient cp 
contains, of course, the KM parameters, namely 

cp = V(* qv* (as) zq 9 (61) 

-. 

with Q = c,t. For q = u one encounters a strong Cabibbo suppression - X2; 

Penguin transitions b -+ d instead of b + s, as in Eq. 61, are reduced by X. 

18 



- The Zq in Eq. (61) reflects the renormalization process; rough estimate 

i yields 

Eq - 4mf) log M2, - -:a07 . 
3n m: 

(62) 

The Penguin transitions bij + s&ql~ produce charmless final states; for the 
inclusive width one estimates 

rp(B + noncharm) - Icp12 
G2 m5 f b 
192ns (63) 

- 

where the color, spin and flavor structure of Op is taken into account; N,[Nf] 
denotes the numbers of colors [flavors]. The resulting branching ratio is of 
order 10s3. More relevant for our discussion is the observation that the Pen- 
guin transitions can interfere with the KM-suppressed tree level spectator process 
ba + stiuij, as shown in Fig. 3. Its branching ratio is given roughly by 
- 2. (IV(ub)12/IV(cb)12) IV(us)12 - O(few x 10D3), i.e., a quite comparable 
rate. For the total amplitude one can then write down schematically 

- 

A (B, + [S = -11) = Y(ub)V*(us)M8pect + V(tb)V*(ts)M($ 

+ V(cb)V*(cs)M(~eiQc 
9 (64) -I 

where the matrix elements M have been chosen real as in Eq. (55). For illustra- 
tive purposes only, we have made a somewhat artificial separation between M(i) 
and M(i) where M(z) denotes the Penguin transition with internal quark q. 

Both requirements for observable CP asymmetries are apparently fulfilled: 

ad(i) The relevant KM parameters exhibit large complex phases, in particular for 
V(ub), see Eq. (7). Th is is not surprising since all three families contribute 
to these decays. 

__ _ ,_2. 
ad(ii) The amplitude for the tree-level Spectator process is real. The (nonlocal) 

Penguin operator with internal charm lines can produce the required FSI: 
since 2m, < mb, they can be on-shell, thus producing an imaginary part. 

- 
- -- 

Yet big uncertainties emerge when one attempts to transfer these qual- 
itative statements into quantitative ones. At present, we have to content our- 
s-elves with rough order of magnitude estimates like those expressed in Eq. (62). 
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- As far as FSI or oc in Eq. (64) are concerned one can invoke the usual simple 

c substitution 
,- _ 

. (65) 

to obtain a ballpark estimate. However one has to keep in mind that this proce- 
dure ignores the usual soft FSI - a point we will return to in Act II. 

All these considerations lacking as they might be in precision apply to 
inclusive decays only. New elements and questions have to be considered when 
one is dealing with ezclusiue modes. A more detailed discussion will be given 
in Act II. Suffice to say at this point that one expects quite generally and confi- 
dently that some representatives of this class of CP asymmetries will exceed the 
10m3 level in a significant manner. 

(C) CP Asymmetries and B”-s Mixing - 

Proper care has to be used in this discussion, mainly because q/p as defined 
by Eq. (17) is not an observable by itself since it is not invariant under the 
transformation 

IBO), + e’“l Bo)o . (66) .z. - 

Equation (66) describes just a change in the phase convention for B” which is 
arbitrary. For the flauor eigenstates B” and B” are defined by the strong inter- 
actions only, which leaves the relative phase between B” and B” undetermined: 

I$) s emiQCP]Bo) . 

In Eq. (41) we had set CY = 0 for-convenience. 

Diagonalizing the B” - B” mass matrix yields 

9 -= Mi2 - gr;, 

P M12 - $i2 
, M12- ;r12 = (BOIL(AB = 2)IB0) . (67) 

The transformation (66) then leads to 

(Ml2,r12) + eiQ (Ml2,l?12), !! + eeiQ !! . 
P P 

(68) 

Nevertheless, q/p has physical content: 
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(i) Its modulus is obviously invariant under (66). Rewriting it as follows 

!I4 I I i 
=1+ 

21 g] sir$(AB = 2) (69) 
=1+ 

I+ i]$]y- ]$]sinrj(AB = 2) 
11 12 

M2 
4(AB=2)=argr , 

12 

one realizes two things: 

l t$(AB = 2) measures the strength of CP violation in B” - B” mixing 
in an unambiguous way. 

l Iq/pl, however, provides a poor handle on it since one expects quite 
generally and independently of the strength of CP violation (as dis- 
cussed in Act II): 

and thus 

sin4(AB = 2) . (70) 

In the K”-%? system, on the other hand, ]k] H 1 is known to hold-yet 
this is due to accidental reasons: K mesons are still quite light relative 
to most hadrons; KS [KL] d eta y s are therefore dominated by’ two [four] 
channels. It is this paucity of available final states that generates IS >> 

L -a result that is further enhanced by the proximity of the three pion 
threshold to the kaon mass. 

e 

(ii) Equation (20) shows that the physical content of q/p is not completely 
exhausted by the relation (69): Im (q/p) ii(f) denotes another observable 
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- characterizing CP violation.7] For 

c 

. 
p(f) = (f IWB = W) --) eiQp( f) 

(f llc(AB = W”) 

under (66) and thus [see (68)] 

(71) 

(72) 

Accordingly, one can define a new phase 

- 
@c&f) = arg [$(f)] . (73) 

~- 

It reflects the combined effect of AB = 2-q/p -and AB = 1-p (f)-transi- 
tions. As long as this quantity is studied in a single decay mode only, one 
cannot disentangle the two effects in a meaningful way-see Eqs. (68) and 
(71). This can be achieved only if (at least) two different decay modes fl 
and f2 are examined: if 1. 

@m4fl) # %zv(fi) = . . . , (74) - 

is found, then one has discovered not “just” CP violation-direct CP vio- 
lation has been established as well: 

P(f1) 
"'gP(f2) 

- = @cpv(fi)- @cw(f2) = c$(AB =l, fl-f2) . (75) 

If, on the other hand, a universal phase is found for different classes of 
decay modes 

@CW(fl) = eV(f2) = *a* 3 - (76) L 

then one has uncovered a superweak scenario of CP violation. For in that 
case there exists a phase convention such that all a( fi) are real. 
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- 
(D) On the Sign of CP Asymmetries 

c The asymmetries produced by sin(Amt)Im [(q/p) p(f)] are characterized 
by their magnitude and their sign. Both will be discussed in detail later on; here . 
we want to make qualitative remarks only: 

(i) Neither the size nor the sign of Am has an intrinsic connection with CP 
violation. Am can be measured in B” - B” mixing studies; however, it 
enters via a cosAmt function-thus its sign cannot be measured there 
(without actually observing CP violation). Regeneration experiments that 
allowed to determine Am, = m(K,) - m(K,) > 0 seem not feasible here. 

The question on the sign of Am = mz - ml actually goes deeper: the 
subscripts 1 and 2 are just labels at this point without physical meaning 
(apart from m2 # ml). The proper procedure to follow is like in the 
K” case: 

l define the mass eigenstate B2 such that I’1 > I’s; 

l check whether m2 > ml, or m2 < ml . 

For practical reasons, however, such a program is unlikely to be executed 
here: 

- it is doubtful that one will be able to extract AI’ from the data; I .  

- as outlined above, one will not be able to measure the sign of Am. 

(ii) The relative sign between the CP asymmetry in two different decay modes 
is determined by p(f) and does not depend on Am or q/p. When f is a 
CP eigenstate, then its CP parity determines the sign of p(f): 

a(f) = (f*I’(‘B= 1)Ig) = fe-iQ (f~~~“‘~B”) 
(f&(AB = 1)IB”) (f&JB”) ’ (77) 

with Lcp denoting the CP transformed version of L and cy the arbitrary 
phase in defining B”. In Eq. (41) we had used the convention a! = 0. 
Therefore (if both B + f+ and B + f- proceed via the same quark 

dew), 

P(f-1 < () 
B(f+) . (78) 

A similar situation holds also when f is not a CP eigenstate. For a positive 
asymmetry in B” + D+c vs B” + D-d translates into a negative 
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- 
asymmetry in B” + D+A-X’ vs. B” 4 D-‘IT+A’ (at least for soft rr”) 
since 

. 

CP17r0) = -p, , (79) 

(D+x-ILIr) = c-~~(D-~+~L~~~B~) , 

(D+x-A~ILI~) = -e-ia(D-~+~O/fPIBo) . 
(80) 

Equivalently, one finds 

(D+p-ILIB”) = -e-iQ(D-p+IfPIBo) , 

- 
since D and p have to form a P wave configuration. 

Synopsis of Act I 

The decays of neutral beauty mesons allow to study the full range of 
possible CP asymmetries: 

(i) CP asymmetries that require the intervention of nontrivial final state in- 
teractions: there are rare nonleptonic decay modes which could-under 
favorable conditions--exhibit CP asymmetries of up to 10%. 

:. 

(ii) CP asymmetries purely in AB = 2 transitions as could emerge in semilep- 
tonic B” decays. Their size is determined by the (supposedly tiny) devia- 
tion of lq/pj from unity. 

_- 

(iii) CP asymmetries in such nonleptonic channels that are common to B” and 
to B” decays; CP eigenstates provide particularly simple examples of this 
category. The intrinsic strength of CP violation is expressed in terms of 

h (q/pi$f)) and th us combines the effects of both AB = 1 and AB = 2 
transitions. Huge CP asymmetries of around 5 to 30% are expected. The 
decay rate evolution in proper time would provide striking signatures; on 
the other hand, the need for flavor tagging is almost- inescapable. 

ACT II. THE LIKELY HERO: Bd AND ITS DECAYS 

5 

The discussion given above was rather general and qualitative in nature. 
We are going to make it more specific by concentrating first on Bd decays. 
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(A) CP Asymmetries and Bd-& Mixing 

Before a real experiment can be designed, one has to address the following 
questions: 

(i) Which are the promising decay modes and what branching ratios do they 
command? 

(ii) How large a deviation from CP invariance does one expect? 

One would like to give definitive, quantitative answers to all of these ques- 
tions. This is, however, not possible at present-a sad, yet hardly surprising 
realization considering that beauty physics has not left its adolescent phase yet. 
To cite but one example: only a few fistful of B decays have been reconstructed. 
What we can and will do instead is 

- - to present semiquantitative scenarios and 

- to state how they can be refined in due course. 

There are five types of parameters that enter into an analysis of B”,g + f, fi 

(i> IdPI; 
7 (ii) Im (q/p pf). 

These two quantities are intrinsically connected with CP violation. 

(iii) Am/I’; 

(iv) AI’/2I’. 

These two quantities describe the strength of B” - B” mixing; as such, 
they are intrinsically independent of CP violation, yet are often essential 
in making CP asymmetries -observable. 

(II) The branching ratios BR(B + f), etc. 

1) Estimates on B”-B” Mixing 

(a) AI’: 

Employing quark box diagrams (see Figs. 4 and 5) one obtains’rl 

37r 
2 

1 

m: E’ - 
( 1 Mlif 

, (81) 
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. 

12-67 

Fig. 4. Quark box diagrams for AI’. 

b t 9 

6626A3 

12-67 q T ii 6676A7 

Fig. 5. Quark box diagrams for Am. 

where E’ is a smooth and slowly decreasing function of m f/M& which reflects 
the contraction of the W  boson lines121 

22 
E’(4 = 1 - f (; ; ;i2 - ; (I_ 43 log x 3 

E'(0) = 1 ) E'(1) = ; ) E'(o0) = ; . 

For m t N 50 GeV, one concludes from Eq. (81) 

which is a small number. 

(82) 

(83) 

Another quite different and actually complementary argument can be 
given that arrives at roughly the same conclusion: There are quite a few com- 
mon decay channels of Bd and zd mesons; they can produce a nonvanishing 
AT. However, they are at least Cabibbo-suppressed-like like Bd,Bd + D%- 
or contribute with alternating signs to AI’ = I’2 - I’r. For individual channels, 
one guestimates contributions of order 10 -3 at most and thus arrives at a rather 
conservative bound 

~SO(l%) . (84 
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- 
(b) Am: 

i Since AI < Am, the mixing rate is determined by Am. For the time- 

. integrated Bd decay rate into “wrong-sign” leptons, one can then write down 

I-(& + e-x) 22 Am 
r = IyBd + 4+x) -- ’ 

==T- l 
(85) 

From the ARGUS datalo] on like-sign di-lepton events in T(4S) ---) BB, one 
infers z = 0.73 f 0.18. For our numerical estimates on CP asymmetries we will 
use 

2= F (Bd) II 0.5 - 1.0 . (86) 

Future experiments should allow us to determine z with much better accuracy. 
This value for the ratio between the mixing rate and the decay rate is (pleasantly) 
large. Nevertheless, the Standard Model can (at our present level of understand- 
‘ing) accommodate Eq. (86) as long as top quarks are sufficiently heavy, i.e.,lg] 

rnt 2 50 GeV , (87) - 

another numerical input into our analysis. It is of relevance for later on to 
note that Am(B ) d is a Steeply increasing function of the top mass: to first 
approximation Am(Bd) cx (mt/Mw)2. 

2) Estimates on the Intrinsic Strength of CP Violation 

With lhl -c 1W21 one concludes from Eq. (69): _ 

(88) 
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Computing $( AhB = 2) in the quark box ansatz, one finds*] (ignoring QCD 
correctipns) : 

M12 = 
G$&&pBmi El 

127r2 (89) 

h2 = G:B;pm$ [C,2P(cc) + [:P(uu) + 2&&P(uc)] ) (90) 

where 

ci = V(ib)V*(id), i = tl,c, t 9 

The functions P(cc), P(uu), P(uc) denote the weight of the various intermediate 
con%gurations, see Fig. 4. Employing those GagTams one can express these 
functions in terms of quark masses: 

Plr l- 
JC 

(ml + m2)2 
mi3 )C 

1 ( 
ml - m2)2 - 

mi? 1 

( lmf+m$ 
l-- 

2 (mf - m$)2 
3 ‘m& -3 mb > 

. 

With rnt << rn: << mf one gets 

P(uu) 11 1 

P&c) N 1 - ;$ 
b 

P(cc) N 1 - ;$ . 
b 

Hence 

Since 
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(93) 

(94 

(95) 



holds for three families one arrives at ‘. 

r12 3~ -H- 
M2 2 

sinc$(AB = 2) N g 2 Im ww* (4 
b (V(tb)V*@d)) - 

(96) 

(97) 

The factor rnz/rni is produced by the GIM mechanism and actually reads 

(4 - mt)/mi. For there can be no CP violation in the KM scheme when m, = 
m,. Using the estimate given above for lI’12/Ml21, one finds in the Wolfenstein 
parametrization 

- - 
I I !! c 1+ 1.3 x 1o-3 (1 - p2 + v2 UNC * P (98) 

The factor UNC appearing here represents the uncertainty inherent in this cal- 
culation. In the spirit of duality we use the quark box ansatz to estimate the 
inclusive rate for the reaction B” t---* B”. As discussed in detail in Ref. 11, this 
should provide a correct order of magnitude estimate. From a comparison of dif- 
ferent hadronization models one infers the uncertainty in our estimate of P(cc) 
vs. P(uu) vs. P(uc) not to exceed 30%. This uncertainty is greatly enhanced 
due to the cancellations taking place in (95) and we estimate UNC 5 2 - 3. 

Therefore [see Example 2 in Act I, Eqs. (35) and (36)], 

as, = 

r [Bd(t) --+ &x] - r [ Bd(t) --) t+~x] 
r [Bd(t) -+ hx] + r [ &(t) + hx] 

(99) 
(l-p;l+$ 

6 1o-3 , 

__ ._y- i.e., this “pure superweak” CP asymmetry is expected to be tiny due to two 
concurrent reasons both of which are intimately connected to the KM ansatz: 

l l(rlz/Mdl = @r/Am) c 1 , =d 

l 4(AB = 2) a (m:/mi) . 
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- The authors of Ref. 24 allow for much larger asymmetries, i.e., aSL 5 10m2. 
We find their estimate overly cautious; nevertheless one should keep in mind that i 
our estimate, Eq. (98), is not the result of a mathematical theorem. Future data 

. on B decays will sharpen such a prediction. 

New Physics will typically introduce new heavy quanta; since their mass would 
exceed mb, they can affect only Ml2, but not I’12. Thus they might well enhance 
4(AB = 2) = arg(Mlz/I’lz) and values like 

a,,(New Physics) - O(l%) (100) 

are at least conceivable. Yet, even in that case, it is quite unclear whether one 
can suppress systematic uncertainties sufficiently, in particular since the signal 
is not singled out by a special evolution in proper time. 

(b) h [q/p iV)l: 

A quark level treatment of beauty decays should-according to the concept 
of duality-yield quite a good description of inclusive rates, when a (not too 
small) number of hadronic channels contribute. It was in this spirit that we 
estimated Am, AI’ and q/p. 

This procedure is however inadequate for dealing with p(f). The equality 
of inclusive B and B decay rates is frequently ensured by CPT invariance the 
impact of which goes beyond I’(B) = I’@): ‘t 1 en orces the equality already for f 
whole subsets of decay channels, namely those that are “closed” under the effects 
of strong interactions, like semileptonic widths, etc. Therefore we are forced to 
analyse more or less exclusive modes. 

Unfortunately this opens a Pandora’s box since for exclusive modes one 
has to be concerned about the complexities caused by final state interactions. 

Having stated this general caveat we hasten to add that predictions can 
be made with a confidence level that ranges from excellent to moderate: 

(i) The transition b + C&J is driven by an isosinglet weak operator; therefore 
it is described by a single amplitude as far as isospin is concerned. Yet 
even so there are channel mixing processes like . 

& + D,+D- d $Ks (101) 

that could intervene and introduce strong phase shifts, absorption, etc. Yet 
it is still a single quark level process that drives these processes. Therefore 
gr = g2 in the notation of Eqs. (55)-(57) and 
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IA (tlrKs) 1 = IA (+Ks) 1 , 

Ip($Ks)I=l . :- 
(102) 

(i/p) F (VW) th ere f ore represents a unit vector in the complex plane that 
is given by KM parameters alone: 

- 

For similar reasons one expects 

IP (Ws~“) (104 

(105) - 

where the minus sign enters in Eq. (105) because CPI+Ks) = -lp!~Ks) 
CPlqhK~n~) = It,hKsr’) , etc. 

(ii) The transition b + ted is Cabibbo-suppressed and it changes the isospin 
by half a unit. Even so, we estimate 

IP(h)l=b(D~I, 
@c~v(rl~~)=%~~(D~ =@cpv(DE&) . 

(106) 

__ ._y- 

The final states DE, $7~ could in principle be reached by the transition 
b -+ uiid when coupled with cz excitation from the vacuum. Yet this 
represents a highly suppressed process. 

(ii;) There are other quark level transitions that can generate CP eigenstates 
as final states: 

l b + uiid can produce 
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- Bd + x7r ) Pm 

. & --) PF - (108) 

The zz pair evidently forms an even CP eigenstate; since protons on the 
other hand carry spin they can be either in a P- or S-wave configuration 
in Eq. (108): 

(109) 

- 

Since 

CPI lPPlS> = - I [PP]S) , 

CPI [PW = + I [PPJP) * 

we realize that the final state in Eq. (108) will in general not possess a 
definite CP parity. As discussed in Act I this has important consequences 
for the sign of the CP asymmetry-a point we will return to later. Here 
we want to add that related problems are encountered in dealings with 
multibody B decays. This is briefly illustrated by one example: 

- 

Bd + A+A-Tr+r- . 

If it is produced via 

& + pop0 -+ (?r+‘lr-) (T+‘rr-) , 

then it represents a CP eigenstate which is even [odd] if pop0 forms an s[p] 
wave. If it is however due to 

__ _ _2. 

& + A$- + (lr+?r-?r+) T- , 

then it does not represent a CP eigenstate. Furthermore a soft A’ that 
escapes detection 

B,j + B+7r-A+A- (7r”) . 

C 

would affect the CP parity of the final state. 
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l At first sight, it seems obvious that b + cad and 6 -+ dud are always 
distinguishable. Yet a closer look reveals that this is not necessarily the 
c&&it is again due to K”-3ir” mixing that a no-go theorem is circum- 
vented, as shown by the following example: 

(111) 

for when a neutral D meson decays into a KS plus pions its identity as a 
Do or fs” remains undetermined as a matter of principle (unless the neutral 
D meson reveals its flavor by coming from the decay of a charged D*). 

- 

There is no good reason to expect FSI to be negligible in the reactions 
(107), (108) and (111). In particular the process 

could well be quite important here since it proceeds via b + c  rather than 
b + u. Nevertheless, 

are reasonable guestimates in the spirit of Buridan’s conjecture. 211 

(iu) If there are two different quark level transitions to reach the same final 
state then those do not have to be CP eigenstates to be common to Bd and 
Bd decays. Two examples will suffice to illustrate such scenarios: 

l The two quark transitions b -+ c?id and & + EC;~ produce for example 
Bd + D+lr- and Bd + z-D+. Yet the second process is suppressed 
relative to the first one by small KM parameters 

__ .y 

Similarly 

I VP) I 1 p(D+?r-) IN ’ (I V(&)J+d) 1 > ’ ’ (113) G  

(114 
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Both of these cases are, as discussed before, very unfavorable for a CP 
asymmetry: the latter is suppressed by l/p or by p for Bd(t) + 
D*r- vs. B&) -t D-A+ or for &j(t) 3 D-T+ vs. z,f(t) + D+?r-, 
respectively. 

l Considerably larger CP asymmetries are expected in decay modes like 
B&, Bd -+ D*OKs, zi*‘Ks which proceed via the KM-suppressed transitions 
b + cuts and 5 + ilc~. More specifically one has in that case: 

x(D”*Ks) = V(cb) V*(US) Ml , 

A(D”*Ks) = V*(ub) V(cs) M2 , 

x(s*Ks) = V(ub) V*(cs) M2 , 

A@* KS) = V*(cb) V(us) Ml , 

(115) 

- 
where we have factored out the KM parameters from the amplitudes; 
the “reduced” matrix elements Ml, M2 contain the hadronization effects. 
In the factorization ansatzg] one has Ml = M2 and therefore 

1 jfi( D*’ KS) I H I ;;“;);r’; 
11 cs 

1 -N 1 i@*‘Ks) 1-l N &2 - O(l) * 

(116) 

Two further observations should be made here: firstly, all decay modes of 
the neutral D mesons are acceptable here, not just Do + KS + R’S as it 
was the case in (111); secondly it is K” - K’ mixing one more time that 
allows interference between the two quark level transitions bz + ci~s;i and 
6d + mxd. 

Now we are in a position to state our results which are given in Table I. 
A number of comments are in order here to elucidate its contents beyond what 
was already said. 
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- Table I: Standard KM Predictions for Bd Decays 

c 

--Quark level Example oi . 
transition hadronic channel f Ml v(f) 

Ws 1 - 

i) b + ci% Wsm” Nl -+ 
DnKs Nl -+ 

rl, ?r7r Nl -+ 
ii) b + ct?d Dfs !Zl + 

1;s 

-1 + 
iii) b + utid -1 - 

[PFIP -1 + 
- - 

iv) b + ctid D’T+?T- + (Ksvro)~+c -1 + 

v) b + CBS and 5 + tics 8*Ks = O(1) - 

ad (i) 
h (V’(w-+f))2 ww*(C8j)2 F N _ @cl- P) 

IV(tb)V(td)IZ Iv(Cb)v(C8)j2 (1 -P)2 + r12 = ein20l 
ad (ii) 

;(v*(ta)v(td))2 
Iwww) I2 

ad (iii) 
h W’ ww4)2 

Iwww) I2 
ad (iv) 

(v(4v’w))2 H _ 241 - P) 
lV(4V(4 I2 (1 +2 +q2 = sin291 

bw)V*b4)2 N _ 29(P - P2 - 92) 
IV(ub)V(ud)I? ((1 - p)2 + q2) (p2 + q2) = - sin2a2 

(v(cw*(ud))2 (v*b)w4)2 F N _ w - P> 
IV(cb)V(ud)l2 IV(cs)V(ud)l2 (1 -P)2 + r12 = sin2@l 

v(ub)V*(cs)V(cb)V’(us) F cv 9(1- P2 - 92) 
Iv(ub)V(cs)V(cb)V(us)I ((1 - d2 + 92) 4-3 

H- sin(@l - Q2) 5 
_. _ _z. -- 
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- (cr) : A quantity like 

i 
K = [V*(tb)V(td)J2 [V(eb)V*(cs)]2 (117) 

is not invariant under changes in the phase convention adopted for quark 
jibs: for 

d -+ d t?xp{i&} , s -+ s exp{i&} (118) 

leads to 

K + K exp {(2i(6d - 6,)) . (119) 

This change is compensated by 

since 

(121) 

The factor F explicitly denotes the projection onto KS states that is essen- 
tial for the potential existence of CP asymmetries in the transition classes 
(i), (iv) and (v) as emphasized before. 

(p) : The factor q(f) denotes the CP parity of the hadronic final state f, 
or more generally its properties under CP transformations. The symbol 
Us +” means that the available phase space strongly favors the CP even 
configuration. 

(7) : Pure phase space considerations give 

BR(B + [PF]P) = P2 BR(B + [PF]S) - (122) 

__ _ _z. Since p2 = (u/c)~ N 0.87 one expects the asymmetry to be reduced by 
almost an order of magnitude when one sums indiscriminantly over P- 
and S-wave configurations -unless FSI lead to a large suppression of one 
configuration relative to the other (which is quite conceivable, but certainly 
not guaranteed). 
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i 

(6) : Table I also shows quite clearly that & decays are expected to exhibit 
direct CP violation as well since @cm is not identical for all transitions. 

. 
(6) : As-far as the KM triangle is concerned, Fig. 1, one reads off from Table I 

that the three angles 0; are measured independently via sin 201, sin 292 
an+ sin(@r - @z) = sin(2@r + as). A comprehensive study of & decays 
with sufficiently high sensitivity would thus allow to measure observables 
that ouerdetermine the Standard KM ansatz-a point we will return to in 
some detail in Act IV. 

(0 : There are still large uncertainties concerning the numerical size expected 
for the CP asymmetries: 

l The KM parameters p and q are still allowed to vary within rather wide 
bounds. 

l Hadronization effects (FSI like rescattering etc.) could well affect I p(f) I 
and Ocpv in a quite significant manner for the transitions b + uad and 
b + cizs, & + vcs. 

- 

3) On the Observable CP Asymmetry 

Since one predicts quite confidently for Bd mesons Iq/pl N 1, AI’ < I, see 
Kqs. (84) and (98), one deals with considerably simplified expressions: -. 

l rate (Bd(t) + f) a -e -I3 2 1 + IF( + 2Im [f r(r)] sin Amt } (123) - _ 

1 
rate (Bd (t) + f] a 5 cmr t { 1 + Ip( + 2I.m [ $Ul] sin Amt } . (124 . 

For j = $Ks one has Ip($~Ks)l N 1 as discussed before, and therefore (see 
example 3)) 

rate (Bd(t) -+ t,bKs) a esr t (1 - sin @cw(b + cEs) sin Amt} , (125) 

__ _ _z. rate @d(t) + $Ks) a ewr t (1 + sin QcpV(b -+ MS) sin Amt} . (126) -- 

For Am/I’ = 0.75, as suggested by the ARGUS data on like-sign di-leptons, 
and for the quite “reasonable” value sinO~pv(b + CES) = -0.2 one obtains the 
curves shown in Fig. 6. (Let us recall that a nonpure exponential evolution in 
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Fig. 6. Evolution in proper time for the decays Bd,i?d + +Ks with 
Am/I' = 0.75, sin @cpv = 0.2. 

proper time of either B,j + $Ks or ??d -+ r,bKs alone already proves CP violation 
since t,!~Ks is a CP eigenstate.) In Fig. 7 we have plotted the asymmetry 

G(t) 1 -- 
W ) 

as a function of proper time t. For t < rB relatively small asymmetries emerge, 
not surprisingly, since B”- B” mixing has to build up before such a CP asym- 
metry can become observable. The maximal asymmetry actually occurs for 
t g 27~ [or in general (t/Q) =” (a/2)(I’/Am)]. 

Integrating over crll decay times produces only a rather small reduction in 
the asymmetry [see Eq. (54)]. 

(Asym) = r(Bd --) @ fs) - r(& --+ tltKs) 
r(& + $KS) + r(Bd + $6) ’ 

5 

(127) -- 

= sinQcn(+Ks) x & . 
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Fig. 7. CP asymmetry for F(&(t) + ?,@&)/F(Bd(t) --) $Ks) 
as a function of 9 . tB with sin @pcpv = 0.2. 

The ratio z = Am/F is clearly not a well-measured quantity at present. 
There is every reason to believe that this situation will improve considerably in 
the future. Yet even so one should keep the following observation in mind: 

- B”-%? mixing is conventionally studied by searching for semileptonic 
B” decays producing leptons with the “wrong” charge: 

r(B" -+I-VX) 22 
r= r(B"-+I+vX) =2+ (128) 

or 

ert rate [B’(t) + I-YX] oc (1 - cos Amt) . (129) 

- The CP asymmetries we are discussing here have quite a different depen- 
dance on z: 

NY4 a * 9 - (130) 

ert rate [Bd(t) + $Ks] a [l + sin @cpv ($Ks) sin Am t] . (131) 

- 

This difference is to be expected on rather general grounds since the term 
in Eq. (131) that contains sin@cpv reflects CP and thus 2’ violation; therefore 
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it has to be odd under t + -t. Equation (129), on the other hand, is insensitive 
to 2’ violation and therefore has to be even under t ---* -t. 

. 
This difference has a practical consequence as well: changing r by a factor 

of two leads to a considerably smaller change in z. 

4)On The Relevant Branching Ratios 

So far we have stressed the good parts of our message: according to the KM 
ansatz B” decays should exhibit large CP asymmetries and this should happen 
in a fair number of different decay channels. Of course there is a downside as well 
to our message as the reader will have realized by now: the relevant branching 
ratios are nothing to brag about! Predictions on them actually tend to contain 
larger uncertainties than those on the asymmetries, yet we give them anyway 

- BR(Bd + t,bKs)5 x 10-y - 

BR(Bd+$p") - lo-', 

BR(Bd + DBKs) - l@ - lo-2 , 

BR(Bd + DB) - lo-3 , 

2 
BR(Bd--ur+~-) - 2x 1O-3 , 

BR(Bd + &+r- + (Ksro)o T+T-) - O(lO-') , 

BR(Bd + D-*x+) - 5 x 1O-3 , 

__ 

_ _2. 

BR(Bd + AUKS) - few x lo-" . 

(132) 

(133) 

(134 

(135) - 

(136) 

(137) 

(138) 

(139) 

(140) 

These numbers have been obtained by employing the factorization ansatz 
as described in Ref. 9; they should therefore be considered as guestimates only. 
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- Nevertheless, one should keep in mind that the factorization ansatz works quite ” 

i 
well for D decays; furthermore there is some experimental evidence emerging 
that supports at least two of these numbers, namely Eqs. (132) and (139). 

The branching ratios listed above are very small which should come as 
no surprise: all nonleptonic B branching ratios (with the exception of B + 
D(*)$*j and B, + Dj*)‘iT(*)) d 8 are small: it is 10B3 rather than 1% or even 10% 
that provides the natural unit, since there is such a multitude of nonleptonic 
decay modes. Then there are further suppression factors like phase space, as in 
b + CES vs. b + cad - or small KM parameters, as in b + u vs. b ---) c. 

These small branching ratios already indicate the severity of the challenge 
one has to face. In addition, the final states are rather complex, i.e., typically 
involve multi-prong topologies, in particular for the dominant b -+ c transitions. 

Determining these branching ratios experimentally will of course represent - - 
a major step forward: firstly, it would allow us to develop a clearer idea on the 
statistics required for a meaningful search for CP violation and on which are the 
most promising decay modes; secondly, a body of well-measured branching ratios 
would yield information on the weight of FSI in general and on p(f) in particular. 
iThis is-as alluded to above--of high importance when one is attempting a 
quantitatioe analysis of CP violation in B decays. 

(B) CP Asymmetries and FSI 

As discussed in general terms in Act I, Part B, decays that proceed via 
the quark level transitions bd + efiud have all the ingredients to exhibit direct 
CP violation. As Eq. (64) shows 

l KM parameters with a large complex phase, V(ub), appear and 

l Penguin operators with internal charm quarks can generate the required 
complex phases- in addition to what is achieved by the usual (and ex- 
pected) FSI. 

Interesting examples for such transitions are 

__ 

_ _2. Bd + K-r+ vs. & ---) K+r- , 

or 

& ---t K-p+ vs. Bd + K+p- . 

(141) Z 

(142) 
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Within the Standard Model these decay modes are flavor specific, i.e., they can 
occur only in either Bd or i?d decays. A rough guestimate yields 

. 
BR(& + K-x+) H O(IO-~) . 

In the following we will undertake to estimate the difference that is ex- 
pected between zd + K-rr+ and Bd --* K+c. The purpose of this exercise is 
not to obtain reliable numbers - instead it will serve to illustrate the uncertain- 
ties one typically encounters in any such calculation. 

The main problems arise in a computation of the relevant hadronic matrix 

- 
elements. There are two relevant operators, namely the usual current-current 
operator - 

OLL = [Ti^lp(l - 75)4[S7p(l- 75)u] , 

and the Penguin operator 

-. 

nP= s7r(l-75);b 
[ 

] ( q7 ;;*) * 

Since we are unable at present to evaluate (Kx 1 DLL,~P 1 B) in a 
rigorous fashion we have to employ various approximations: 

(i) Factorization: 

(K’T- 1 DLL I B) = (K+ 137,(1-75)~ IO) 

x (f- I~~rp(l-75)b I&) 

with the usual form factors f+, f-. A considerably more complicated ex- 
pression is found for the Penguin transition due to the different chiral and 
flavor structure of Dp: 

C 
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- 

i (K+f- 1 op I Bd), 

[ 
mz3 

- fB + 2fB (mb + md)(m, - m,) I 

x [(mk - m2,)f+Kr(m$) + mgf!Fr(m&)] 

> 

- - 

where we have used the obvious approximations rnt Q: rnk < rns, m, < 
mg in the last line. 

Among the terms in the square bracket the quantity fKf+Br is in principle 
the leading one in the limit w&b + 00. However for the actual mass values 
the coefficient of the “nonleading” term is %?&/(msmb) - 0.7, i.e., it does 
not provide a large suppression. The weight of these extra terms therefore 
depends crucially on the form factors f+ Br, f?“. Again their exact values 
are beyond our grasp. Instead we have to employ another approximation 
of untested reliability: 

(ii) The nonrelativistic quark model suggests 

In that case the extra terms largely cancel and we obtain 

<K+r-IDpIBd>-; +n- [DLL I&i). 046) 
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- Then one can write 

i 
-- cK+lr- I L(AB = 1)I BO a (K+C~DLL I&) 

. 
x [v*(.6)v(ut?) + fEpv*(.s)v(.s)] , 

047) 

(K-n+ I Z(AB = 1) 1 pd( a (K-A+ I $L I Bd) 

x [v(.6)V(..) + fzpv(c6)v*(ca)] . 04*) 

Accordingly 

I’(Bd --+ K+r-) - I’(& + K-A+) 
I’(Bd + K+lr--) + I’(& + K-r+) 

. (149) 

A positive value for v is inferred from r~, see Fig. 2. If one takes the 
Penguin computation, as stated in Eq. (62), at face value, one finds 

I’(Bd + K+r-) > l?(& + K-A+) . 

Furthermore for the “reasonable” values p = -1, r) = 0.2 one obtains 

r(& + K+lr-) - r(& -+ K-r+) H o 12 
r(& + K+r) + I’(& + K-r+) * ’ (150) 

This is certainly a large CP asymmetry! Yet at the same time one has to 
keep in mind that quite a few approximations entered our computation: in 
addition to the ones already mentioned explicitly under (i), (ii) we have 
ignored soft FSI that are not reproduced by Penguins. As discussed in Act 
I there is no firm basis for such assumptions. 

__ _ _2. Synopsis of Act II 

(i) It is unlikely that one will ever be able to measure CP violation in semdep- 
tonic Bd decays: one predicts CP asymmetries not to exceed the 10V3 level 
there; even New Physics could push it up only to 0 (1%). 
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(ii) Sizeable CP asymmetries, i.e., N l-10%, could occur in truly rare nonlep- 
tonic B decays which are flavor specific like zd + K-T+ vs. Bd + K+x-. 
They by themselves would establish direct,.CP violation. Yet the numbers 
involved are quite uncertain. 

(iii) NonZeptonic channels that are shared by Bd and Bd decays are expected to 
exhibit large CP asymmetries, i.e., of N 5-30% if Bd-zd mixiig is indeed 
as strong as it appears now. The evolution of the decay rate in proper time 
provides a striking signature for these asymmetries. The predictions can 
be refined quite considerably once 

l the Bd-Bd mixing strength as expressed by Am/I’ is well-measured 

l the top mass is known to within 10 GeV and 

l branching ratios have been determined. 

- In that case, Bd decays would provide not just a mere hunting ground for 
CP violation, they would be transformed into a quantitative laboratory for 
studying CP noninvariance. 

- 

ACT III. THE DARK HORSE: B, AND ITS DECAYS 

There are three reasons to believe that finding CP violation in B, decays 
represents an even more formidable task than in & decays. 

l There are fewer B, than Bd produced, typically by a factor two to three; 

l B,-B, mixing is expected to be close to “maximal” in the Standard Model, 
as explained below. This creates the need for excellent time resolution. 

l In the KM ansatz with three families, one predicts on very general grounds 
that CP asymmetries in B3 decays are either Cabibbo-suppressed or can 
be large only in KM-suppressed decay modes. 

In the following, we will make these statements more quantitative where 
our discussion will closely parallel that of Act II. 
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- 1) Estimates on B,-fs; Mixing 

. 

(a> Am 
There is a simple relation between Bd-zi and B&-B, mixing as read off 
from Fig. 5: 

.-Arn( B8) 
Am(Bd) = 

IV(ts)12 Bf&(BJ 1 

IV&) I2 Bf; (&) 
2 lW412 N 

IW4 I2 X2[(1 - pp + $1 ’ 
(151) 

since all model calculations yield Bfi(B,) 2 Bfi (Bd).‘*] Scanning the 
allowed parameter space, one predictsI 

Am(B,) 2 6Am(Bd) . (152) 

- 
Using the ARGUS boundrO] - 

Am 

r Bd 

z 0.44 , 

one is then led to expect (for r(B,) = T(Bd)) 

Am 

.-F B6 
;L 2.8 ; 053) 

i.e., the mixing rate should be considerably larger than the decay rate 
for B, mesons! A violation of Eq. (153) would signal the presence of 
New Physics contributing destructively to Am(B,). 

Yet measuring z = Am/r is not quite straightforward for z > 1, since the 
time-integrated quantity 

r(B, + e-x) 2 
r* = 

r(B, + e+x) = 2 + 22 

is rather insensitive to the exact value of z. Equation (153) translates into 

rs 2 0.80 . __ (154 _ _z. 
C 

On the other hand, z = 2 produces ra N 0.67, which differs from rr = 0.8 by 
only less than 20%. To measure the intrinsic strength of B,-B, mixing with 
satisfactory accuracy, one therefore has to study the proper time evolution of 
Bd(t) + l-X! 
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(b) AI-+ - 
i As for Bd mesons, one expects Ar(BI) < Am(B,). Yet unlike the Bd case, 

one has Am (Bd) Z$ I’( Bd) , Eq. (153); therefore one cannot necessarily infer 
. 

AI’(S) c r(h) and a more careful estimate is needed. Comparing the 
box diagrams of Figs. 3 and 4, one finds as for Bd mesons, see Eqs. (81)-(83) 

if mt = 50 GeV. Yet Eq. (153) shows that 

Ar 
- - 0.15 

r 

(155) 

(156) 
- 

does not represent an unreasonable expectation. 

Again one arrives at essentially the same estimate in a complementary way: 
there are some nonleptonic two-body decay modes with substantial branching 
ratios of a few percent; for example, B, + Dig with, say 

BR(B, + D;Tj:) - 0.05 . 

This channel by itself would produce a lifetime difference, 

Ar 
-F 

- 2BR(B,+ D:i?;) - 0.1 . (157) 

These estimates are meant to show that Ar/r could be as large as 10% or so 
for B, mesons. It could be significantly smaller, too, due to cancellations taking 
place between 

and 

B, + Ddsa + h.c. --) B,, , etc., 

transitions. 
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2) Estimates on the Intrinsic Strength of CP Violation - 
i (4 IdPIe 

. Because of Eq. (157), one has 

/fJ N 1+:/g/ sin4(AB=2) . (158) 

Following the same procedure as for Bd mesons one infers from the quark 
box diagrams 

sin4(AB=2) H % SIm V(cb)V*(cs) N 

b V(M) V*(ts) 

- 
and therefore 

I Ill l- 2 s 4 x lo-‘ fl ; 
P (159) 

r 
i.e., typically smaller than for Bd mesons. This happens despite of the 
larger lAl?/Aml, since sin4(AB = 2, B,) is additionally suppressed by X2. 
This is easily understood: on the leading level, only quarks of the third 
and second family contribute (6, t, c, 8); accordingly, there can be no CP 
violation to the leading order in KM parameters. 

wt(K) = 
r[B,(t) + t+~x] - rp,(t) -+ c-ox] 
r[Bd(t) -+ L+VX] + r[B,(t) + c-11x1 

(160) 
s8x-l0-‘~ -2x10-’ . 

Yet the presence of New Physics could quite likely enhance #(AB = 2, B,), 
in particular, by more than an order of magnitude, allowing for22] 

aSL(New Physics) - O(l%) i (161) 

- 

C 
.- 

Since all the appropriate caveats have already been made in Act II, we can 
go medius in res and list the results in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Standard KM Predictions for Bs Decays 

Quark level Example of 
transition hadronic channel f 

ii) b --$ ufid KS?r” 
KSP” 

iii) b ---) uiis I #PO 

iv) b --) ciis&& --* tics 
i 

Do@1 
D,+K- 

-1 

-01 
11 -01 

I - 
/ -I 

sin Qcpv 

ad (i) 
; (v* (tb) v (ts))2 

IW) w4 I2 
ad (ii) 

Im (V’P) v (W2 
IV4 W) I2 

ad (iii) 
h (V’ WI v w2 

IWJ) W412 
ad (iv) 

h cv* w v M2 
lw4 W412 

Pw v*b>)2 N 2x2rl 

IW) VW I2 

(V(ub)V*(ud))2 F* H 2P?l 
Iw4 w412 -p2 +q2 

H sin2& 

Pw) v*w)2 N 2Prl 
Iw4 w4 I2 -p2+Tj2 

H sin2@3 

V(cb) v*(us) V(ub) v*(m) 
IV(d) V(w) V(ub) V(cs)I 

N 

A few comments are in order to elucidate the content of Table 2 : 

(CYI) The (Cabibbo) suppressed size of @CW (b + CEB) is easily understood: 
again it is only the second and third families that contribute on. the leading 
level in the KM parameters to B, w ii?, (see Fig. 5 for q = s) and to 
i?# -+ CBS. A relative phase between the quark couplings can therefore be 
rotated away - up to corrections of order X2. However, New Physics- 
like the existence of a fourth family (t ‘, b’) with m(t ‘) - 0 (few hundred 
GeV)-could contribute significantly to B8-B8 mixing and thus enhance 
Q.cpv (b -+ C&J, Bd) considerably. 
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- (p) Both p t t s ec a or and Penguin diagrams contribute to by + uws transitions, ‘. 
yet they will do so with quite a different weight in different hadronic chan- 

i 
nels; B, + 4 p” should be quite insensitive to Penguins. Those might 

. contribute somewhat to B, + +w and will represent a sizeable, if not dom- 
inant, factor in B, + K+K-. The CP asymmetry in B8 + K+K- could, 
therefore, be quite different from that in B, -+ 4~“. 

3) On the Observable CP Asymmetry 

Our estimates gave lq/pl N 1 and hP(Bd) < hT( Bd) < PB, again allowing 
us to use very simple expressions: 

rate [ Bd(t) --) f] a ieVrf (I+ Ip( + 21p(f)lsinQcpv(f) sin Amt} , (162) 

rate [ Bd(t) + f] a ieVrf {l+ Ip( - 21p(f)lsinQ~~~~(j) sinAmt} . (163) 

The main qualitative difference to the Bd case lies in the much larger mix- 
‘ing strength expected for the B, z8 system relative to the Bd %d system. 
This is demonstrated in Fig. 8 where we have plotted Eqs. (162) and (163) for 
sin Qcpv = 0.4 and Am/I’ = 5 ! The resulting curves are easy to grasp. Because 
of the rapid mixing time, one expects a very striking signal from a number of back 
and forth oscillations. (One should note in passing that such a pattern of more 
than one oscillation is not observed in K” 3 decays since I’s > I’L, and would 
represent quite a novel feature.) This has two very important consequences. 

l An extremely high premium obviously has to be placed on 
excellent time resolution. This point is made explicit by con- 
sidering the time-integrated asymmetry 

(Asym) = 
rp, j $4) - r(B, -+ +4) 2 

- sin %zv(?M) y 
qB, j $4) + r(B, --$ tw) = l+ 22 

(164) - 
_ _2. 

which is suppressed like l/z for z > 1. 

l As discussed previously, time-integrated B, decays into “wrong 
sign” leptons do not allow a good measurement of z since they 
exhibit little sensitivity to the precise value of z for x2 > 1. 
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Fig. 8. Evolution in proper time for the decays BI,Bd + +c$ with 
Am/IT = 5, sin @CW = 0.4. 

- 

4) On the Relevant Branching Ratios 

Since so far not a single B, decay has been reconstructed, 
very little is really known about the branching ratios and we have 
to depend almost compltitely on theoretical guestimates, where we 
typically find, using factorization, 

BR(B, + $4) - 5 x lo-’ , (165) 

BR(B, + D,o,) - 0 (IO-~) , (166) - 

BR(B, + D:E8) - few ~10~~ , (167) 

BR(B, + Ks+pO) - 10-5-10-4 , (168) 

BR(B, + 4~“) - 1O-5 , (169) 5 

BR(B, -+ D”4) - 10-5-~o-4 , (170) -- 

BR(B, + DZK-) - O(lO-‘) . (171) 
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Again, most exclusive branching ratios are very small due to the 
huge number of available channels, and due to some KM suppres- 
sion. There is one noteworthy exception; namely, the two-body 
mode B, + Dig. 

The numbers listed in Eqs. (165) and (171) should be seen in 
proper context, i.e., the absence of experimental information. We 
will be able to give more reliable estimates once a few branching 
ratios have been measured. 

5) CP Asymmetries and FSI 

Penguin-like contributions are presumed to be quite signifi- 
cant in decay modes such as 

- 

B,-+K+K-,qh$ . (172) 

The branching ratios could conceivably be as high as roughly lo-' 
and CP asymmetries might reach the few percent regime. 

Synopsis of Act III 

(i) It is quite unlikely that CP violation will be measurable in 
semileptonic B, decays, unless New Physics intervenes to gen- 
erate asymmetries of 0 (1%). 

(ii) Nonleptonic channels that are common to B, and i?# decays 
should exhibit large CP asymmetries of order l&SO% if their 
branching ratios are KM-suppressed by IV (ub) /V (cb) j2. 

__ _ _z. 

(iii) Smallish asymmetries of at most a few percent are predicted 
for KM-allowed modes such as B, + $4, DiDI, unless- New 
Physics intervenes. In that case CP asymmetries can quite 
conceivably reach the 10% level or beyond even for these 
modes. 

(iv) Since B,-B, mixing is expected to proceed quite rapidly, ez- 
cellent resolution in proper time is essential for such studies. 

C 
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ACT IV: THE DARK SIDE-SEARCH SCENARIOS 

So far we have dealt with B decays-as if we had intense sin- 
gle beams of I3 mesons at our disposal. This represents of course 
an unrealistic scenario since in c+c- annihilation and in hadronic 
collisions beauty hadrons are always produced in pairs. The addi- 
tional complexities that arise accordingly will be addressed in this 
chapter. 

- 

One generic problem to which we will return time and again 
can be stated already at this point: a final state f that is common 
to both B” and B” decays can by its very nature not reveal whether 
it came from a B” or a go; in that case no CP asymmetry can be 
defined (at least as long as AI’ effects are beyond reach). There- 
fore, independent information on the flavor identity of the decaying 
neutral B meson has to be obtained before a CP asymmetry can 
be observed. This is referred to as “flavor tagging.” 

A) e+e-+ Bi?, BB*+ h.c. 

The ezclusiue production of a pair of beauty mesons leads to 
a coherent quantum state; in 

e’e- + “17” + BB (173) 

the BB pair forms a C (=charge conjugation) odd state; in 

e+e- -b u 17” + B*B + h.c. -+ BB7 , 

on the other hand, the BB are in a C even state. The proper 
- quantum mechanical initial state then reads 

(174 

l;)o = 5 (IB”(k)B”(k))o + (-1)G IB”(@~(k))o) (175) 
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- where k, k denote momenta and ( -l)c reflects the C parity of the 

i BB pair. A straightforward though lengthy calculation yields 

. 
rate ( B”(t)s(f)l~~~~ ---) f&, CC evrB@+fl x IA(u)A(~)~~ > 

where we have set AI’ = 0; t[fl denotes the time of decay of the 
meson that was born as B”[??]. 

The physics contained in Eq. (176) can best be illustrated by 
three complementary examples: 

(1) Both f. and fb ure flavor specific, like 

fo=bD’, fb=K+r- . 

Since ~(K+T-) = 0 = A(Z- Y D*), Eq. (176) simplifies 
greatly: 

and, analogously for the CP conjugate process, 

rate ( B”(t)~(i’)I~zF ---) (I+ v D*)B(K-T+)B a e-r(t+ox 

[l+cos (Am(tFf))] IA(~+ vB*)A(K-n+)r . 

(177) 

(178) 
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An asymmetry is produced if IA(K+lr-)12 # lZ(K-1r+)12 
and is independent of the proper decay time t or f, as expected. 

-- (2j fa is fl auor 8 cc: p yi c, while fb is not, like 

fa=l- vD*, jb=?/JKs . 

With A(Z- Y D*) = 0 one obtains 

rate ( B”(t)m~(f)I~zF -+ (I- u D*)B (11, Ks)B) a eWrtt+q 

x { [l+cos (Am(tFfl)]/A($ Ks)x(l- v D*)l 

+ [I--cos(Am(tFf))l If/llx@- y 0*)x($ KS)1 

F 2sin (Am(trt)) 

XIIIl 
( 

;Z(Z- u D*)-a(tc, Ks)A*(t,b Ks)x*(l- LJ D*) 

II 2ewrct+f) A($ Ks)x(Z- u D*) 2 

(179) 

x lwin(Am(tH)) I$F(tir KS))) . 

Analogously, 

rate ( B’(t)??(f) 1~~~ + (I-+ u D*)B (TJ Ks)B) a 2emrtt+f) 

x A($ Ks)‘71(!- u D*) 1’ (lksin(Am(Wf)) I$F(tL KS))) . 

The important observation to make at this point concerns the 
proper time structure of the CP asymmetry, namely 

CP ASYM a ewrtt+o sin A m(t F f) 

for C[ B”F] = ~1. For a C odd configuration of B”r the 
asymmetry contains a term that is o&f under t c-) c. It will 
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- 
therefore vanish as long as the times of decay t and f are 
treated symmetrically in defining the sample. This is true in 

.- - particular when one integrates over all decay times 

0 C odd 

ewr(‘+q sin A m (t F t) = for (181) 
0 0 22 

(1+2171 C even 

From Eq. (181) we learn two things 

l ln 

e+e- + T(4S) + Bi? (182) 

one has the BB pair in a C odd configuration. None of the 
CP asymmetries that involve making cun then be observed as a 
mutter of principle - unless one con at lea& partially resolve 
the proper time evolution, say by employing asymmetric e+e- 
collisions. 

l In 

e+e- --) B’s* + h.c. -+ B”z7 

one has realized the C even case that is quite favorable for 
detecting a CP asymmetry, unless the B”-g mixing rate is 
too rapid. For the term 22/(1 + z2)2 vanishes like (l/~)~ 
for z >> 1, i.e., much more dramatically than when one is 
dealing with the decays of single Be’s where the corresponding 
factor reads z/( 1 + z2), see Eq. (130). The origin of this 
difference is intuitively quite clear: in ewe--+ BOB’ both B 
mesons can mix (into each other); therefore one integrates 
over two concurrent oscillation processes. This means also 
that the process 

e+e- --+ B,,x -+ B, B,7 (183) 

is ill-suited for searching for CP asymmetries since z(B,) 2 3 
is expected. The reaction 
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Fig. 9. z dependent weight functions: 2~/(1+2~)~, solid line, 
z/(1 + z2), dash-dot line. 

on the other hand, is quite promising if indeed z(&) H 0.75. This 
is shown explicitly in Fig. 9 where the two z dependant weight 
functions that enter in Eqs. (130) and (181) are plotted. 

(3) There is another interesting case where one looks for a rate 
and not an asymmetry: the reaction15@s17 

e+eT + B”r + jij2 (185) 

can proceed only via a violation of CP invariance if ji, j2 denote 
CP eigenstates with the same CP parity. For the initial state is CP 
even (ignoring two photon contributions), the final state CP odd: 

CP[l7] = CP [T(4S)] = +1 

CWlf2] = CP[fi]CP[fil(-l)I = -1 
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since BE are produced in a P-wave. Integrating (176) over all t 

and f and using 1gj2 = IpI2 one finds 

rate 
( 

B” (t)g(f) Ic=- + M’2 0~ 
) I 

A( 2 

-{(1+i&) Iim - Y(f2)l’ + i-g2 

(186) 
The last term in (176) has of course been integrated out. 

The physics contained in (186) is quite transparent: 

l If 

F(h) = P’(f2) = B 

as in a superweak scenario for CP violation where there is 
only one universal phase in the p(i) then the reaction (185) 
can proceed only in the presence of mixing, i.e., z # 0. 

BR(BO%=- + fif2) = BR(BO + fl) BR(B” --+ f2)~ z2 
Frr- 

.1+22 

l If there is no mixing, i.e., z = 0, yet there are nontrivial 
relative phases between the different amplitudes 

FT(f2) 

y(fi)=e 
ia12 , a12 # 0,7r 

then 

BR(B’%=- -+ f1f2) = BR(B” + fl) BR(BO + f2)j? 

F cv 2 (2sin y)’ . 

-- 

(187) 

(188) 

Tables I and II clearly exhibit the fact that the KM ansatz 
does not represent a super-weak scenario for B decays, that there 
are relative phases between different classes of transitions. Never- 
theless, Eq. (187) is quite adequate for our present discussion: 
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- For small mixing, i.e., z2 < 1, the rate is suppressed by z2. 

- Sizeable and a jortiori rapid mixing, i.e., x2 - 1 or x2 > 1, 
- hardly suppresses the rate; one Endstypically 

F - 0.02 - 0.7 . 

The feasibility of a search for the reaction (185) depends 
largely on the branching ratios BR(BO + fr ), BR(B” + fz). From 
the numbers given in Act II one concludes that the %sable” branch- 
ing ratios into CP eigenstates amount to 5 lo-’ for both Bd and 
B, decays; “usable” means that secondary branching ratios like 
T+!J -+ Z+Z- or Do + K-p+ are included. This would mean that the 
huge number of roughly 10gT(4S) + BdBd or T(5S) --) B,B, had 
to be collected to perform a meaningful search. Yet this conclusion 
might well be overly pessimistic; for it was obtained by assuming 
that one considers just one specific channel BOBlc,- -+ flf2. On 
the other hand, there are many channels that qualify as CP eigen- 
states. They can all be included in a search. As explained in some 
more detail later on summing over all these modes if properly exe- 
cuted could lead to 

c BR(B + fi) - 1O-3 - 1O-2 . 
i 

(189) 

-. 
(190) 

In that case, log-10’ T(4S) + B”F might be sufficient for reveal- 
ing a signal. 

B) e+e-, hlh2 + B” + X 

The pair of beauty hadrons produced well above beauty thresh- 
old is not (necessarily) particle and its own antiparticle anymore, 
e.g., in 

e+e-, hlh2 + B” X (191) 

where hl, h2 denote hadrons one has 

X = Bu or %?d or Bd or Ab + X’ . 

At the same time even a BdBd pair will not form a quantum state 
of definite C parity anymore: C even and odd configurations will 
enter with equal weight. 
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(1)  e + e - , h l h 2  -+  B ” +  ( B u  or  A b )  +  X ’ 

S ince  on ly  th e  n e u tral B  m e s o n  c a n  m ix, o n e  c a n  carry  over  
th e  tim e  evo lu t ions  s tated in  A c ts I, II a n d  III fo r  s ing le  B ” decays  
in  a  s t ra ight forward w a y . 

F Iauor  ta g g i n g  w h e n  necessary  c a n  b e  ach ieved  in  severa l  
di f ferent ways:  it cou ld  b e  pe r fo rmed  by  n a tu re  v ia  

l  th e  fo rward -backward  a s y m m e try in  e + e - +  b e a u ty jets th a t 
is g e n e r a te d  by  th e  ~ - 2 ~  inter ference,  o r  

l  a  p r o d u c tio n  a s y m m e try in  hadron i c  co l l is ions c a u s e d  by  lead-  
i ng  part ic le e ffects or  assoc ia ted  B b b  p r o d u c tio n ; 

o r  it c a n  b e  e n fo rced  by  h u m a n  in tervent ion v ia  

l  po la r i zed  b e a m s  in  e+e-ann ih i la t ion ,  o r  

l  th e  (part ia l)  reconst ruct ion o f th e  zU  or  A t, d e c a y . 

A  d i f ference in  th e  obse rved  rate fo r  B d  ---) K - R +  vs. B d  - -$ 
K + z -  c a n n o t a u to m a tical ly b e  e q u a te d  wi th direct  C P  vio lat ion,  
i.e ., B R ( B d  +  K -z+)  #  B R ( B d  -+  K+z-) :  a  pr ior i  o n e  c a n n o t 
ru le  o u t a  p r o d u c tio n  a s y m m e try, i.e ., N (Bd)  #  N(Bd) .  Ins tead  
o n e  h a s  to  c o m p a r e  th e s e .rates to  d e c a y  channe l s  w h e r e  n o  or  on ly  
a  smal l  C P  a s y m m e try is e x p e c te d , l ike zd  ---, I- v  D*, B d  ---) 
z +  v n*. 

P roduc t ion  a s y m m e tries a re  actual ly  a  d o u b l e  b less ing,  w h e n  
B ” - 3  m ix ing c a n  b e  reso lved  in  p roper  tim e : n o t on ly  d o  th e y  
p rov ide  flavor  ta g g i n g , b u t th e y  c a n  u n a m b i g u o u s l y  b e  m e a s u r e d  
as  wel l .  O n e  e x a m p l e  c a n  i l lustrate th e  genera l  m e th o d : 

( cy): For  a  flavor  speci f ic  m o d e  o n e  fin d s  (wi th A I’ =  0)  

1  +  P  c o s ( A m t) 

P =  
N-N  
N + N  

wi th N [N] d e n o tin g  th e  n u m b e r  o f g [B ”] m e s o n s  p r e s e n t a t 
t= O . Thus  th e  s ize o f th e  p r o d u c tio n  a s y m m e try P  as  wel l  as  
th e  s t rength o f m ix ing c a n  b e  d e te r m i n e d  i n d e p e n d e n tly. 

(192)  

(193)  
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- ( p): For a flavor nonspecific mode one then obtains 

. rate (Bd(t) + $Ks) oc ewrt (1+ P im (&KS)) sin(amt)) l (194) 

2) e+e-, hlh2 --) B”i? + X’ 

The two neutral B mesons can mix into each other and one 
applies Eq. (176) by summing over C = f configurations with equal 
weight, as appropriate well above the threshold region. For exam- 

ple, 

rate Bd(t)Bd(f) + (Z- Y D*)B($ K~)B oc e-r(t+f)IA($ Ks)x(I- v ,*)I2 - 

x {2- [sin(Am(t-I)) -sin(Am(t+q)] Im(%p($Ks))} . 

(195) 
Integration over all times of decay yields 

rate A($ Ks)x(Z- Y D*) 2 

(196) 

Correspondingly 

rate ( BdBd -+ (Z+ v D*)B(+ Ks)B) 0~ $A(+ G)@- u ,*)I2 

x ( l- (1,“,2,2 I+w KS))) * - 

In Eqs. (195)-(197) fl avor tagging by explicit reconstruction of both 
neutral B decays was assumed. It should be kept in mind, however, 
that other methods are also conceivable. 
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- 3) e+e-, hlh2 --) B,$, + X’, B,& + X’ 

z Both neutral B mesons can oscillate, yet this time not into 
each other. Assuming as usual AI’ = 0, IEi2 = 1 one finds 

. 

rate (&(b)Bd(td) --) f8fd) a ewrrtr ewrsto x IA(f,)j21A(fd)12 

X K-(t,)K+(td) + K+(t8)K+(td)lP(f8)12 

{ 

+ K- kdK- @d) b(fd) I2 + K+(ta)K- (td) Ii$fd) I2 IF&) I2 

- 4 sin(Am&) sin(Am,t,)Im (($-(+=( (;)dij’(fd) 

- 2 
( 

K+(td) + Ip( K-(td) ) sWm8t~b( (f)8r(r,)) 

(198) 

K- (hl) + Iiqfd) I2 K+(b) sin(Amdtd) I.m 
( (i) dFtfd))} 

. 

I&(&) = 1fcosA m& . (199) 

The expression for Bd(td)z8(tr) -+ f#fd is obtained by switching 
the subscripts s t--) d. The two rates are then added in a probalistic 
prescription: for the two states fb and fd are, at least in principle, 
distinguishable due to M(Bd) # M(B,) even if they are made up 
by the same hadrons. 

C) Inclusive B Decays 

So far we have discussed CP asymmetries in exclusive chan- 
nels of B decays. The careful reader will be painfully aware of the 
enormity of the experimental task ahead: the asymmetries are ex- 
pected to be large, yet the effective branching ratios in the promis- 
ing modes do not exceed the lo-’ level. Further cuts that will be 
required to purify the sample will decrease this number significantly. 
And finally there is the requirement of flavor tagging. 

One is quite naturally lead to the question whether one could 
not gain in statistics by summing over many decay channels. 
We will see that in principle this is indeed possible - but only 
under carefully controlled circumstances. 

C 
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This caveat is illustrated by one example: Since 

- BR(B --,$+X)= l%vs.BR(Bd--+ KS)-5x10-' 

one would be quite tempted to search for CP asymmetries in the 
inclusive decays & + 11, X vs. B,j + $ X. Yet one has to keep in 
mind that the sign of the asymmetry depends, among other things, 
on the CP parity of the final state. Therefore, 

Asym (B + 11, KS) = -Asym (B + $J KL) . (200) 

Accordingly, 

Asym (Bd + $J Xc) = 0 . (201) 

Similarly, 

Asym (& ---) [PP]S) = -km (& ---) [PFIP) (202) 

in the absence of nontrivial FSI. 

This does not mean however that an analysis of inclusive 
decays is always bound to be fruitless. Three examples to support 
this claim:18] 

(1) B, + $ X: 

TheCPparityofthefinalstates$q, $JV’, $4, $‘Q, $‘q’, 
$’ 4 is even. At the same time these six processes might well almost 
saturate the inclusive width estimated as 

BR(B, ---) rl, X) - 1% . (203) 

Comparing the inclusive transitions B, + $J X vs. z8 * $J X would 
then not dilute an asymmetry that exists in the exclusive modes. 
(Of course, in the KM ansatz with three families only one predicts 
fairly small CP asymmetries here.) 
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(2) &,B,j + DO,-fi” + A’8 + (KS + aft?) + 7r’.¶ 

_ Consider the twc+step decay 

Bd -+ Do M --+ (KS N)DoM 

where N, M denote an arbitrary member of the pseudoscaler, vec- 
tor or axialvector nonets. One convinces oneself easily that 

CPI(KsN)p) = -1 

CPI(KsN)pM) = +l . 

Therefore, all decays of the type (204) should contribute with the 
same sign to the asymmetry (unless some special FSI intervene). 
Unfortunately some of these decays would be very hard to identify, 
such as 

One can try to go one step further and compare B,j 4 D + ~‘8 + 
Ks+?r’s with Bd +n+i’s+Ks+?r’s. ACPasymmetrywillbe 
diluted in these inclusive modes, yet the resulting reduction might 
amount to a factor of two or three only. 

(3) T(4S, 5s) +B”i?+ jlj2 

When searching for a Bog pair that had been produced in 
a l-- (or a l++) state to decay into two CP eigenstates fl and f2 
one does not have to restrict oneself to identical states, like 

r(4s) + BdBd + ($ Ks)($ KS) . 

Any CP eigenstate will do as long as CP[fl] = CP[fi]. Yet some 
subtleties have to be kept in mind, for example, 

(204 

(205) 

- 

c 
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does not produce a CP eigenstate, if it proceeded via one of the two 
- 

distinguishable routes 
G 

This, however, does not mean that the reaction 

is insensitive to CP violation: the initial state is still CP even which 
has to reflect itself in the kinematical distributions in the final state. 
This points actually to a wider problem: so far we have largely 
concentrated on twc+body decay modes of various types where the 
kinematics are trivial. Starting with three-body decay modes there 
is dynamical information contained in kinematical distributions, as 
expressed in the Dalitz plot. More phenomenological and theoreti- 
cal work is needed in this direction. 

D) Direct CP Violation in & + (S = -1, C = 0) 

It is at least tempting to search for direct CP violation in 
inclusive decays of neutral B mesons, like in Bd 4 K- + A’S vs. 
Bd + K++ds. CPT invariance per se does not rule out a difference 
there. Simple duality concepts would suggest that the conventional 
soft FSI are averaged out in the sum over hadronic states contained 
in this process and that the asymmetry is driven purely by the 
quark level transitions as discussed in Act II, Part B: 

r(& + K- + A’S) < r(Bd + K+ + r’s) (207) 

with the inclusive asymmetry ranging from - 1% to - 10% repre- 
sents a conceivable scenario. 

E) CP Asymmetries in the Decays of Neutral D Mesons 

It was already stated in the beginning that the KM ansatz 
causes only tiny CP asymmetries in charm decays. Nevertheless we 
want to mention it here since 

(206) 

c 
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l New Physics might increase CP asymmetries significantly and 

l the phenomenology developed so far can be applied here in c  
the same way. 

. 
(i) There are CP eigenstates that are produced with decent branch- 

ing ratios in Do decays; i.e., 

BR(DO + K’ K-) - BR(DO + KS 4) H 0.5% . 

(ii) Their evolution in proper time is approximately given by 

rate D”(t) + K+K- 1 - sin(Amt)Im (;zi(K+K-)) ) 

rate s(t) + K+K- a eBrt 
> 

1 + sin(Amt)Im 
- 

(208) 
An asymmetry can emerge for A m # 0, i.e., if mixing occurs. 

The Standard Model predicts very little Do -3 mixing and 
the E691 collaboration has placed a very stringent upper bound on 
it 

rD = 

Yet one has to keep in mind that 

X2 

-rD”gq 

where we have put AI’ = 0 for simplicity. Therefore, the bound 
(209) implies 

x  2 0.1 . 

_- Accordingly, one has for x  = 0.1, 

rate D”(t) + K+K- rm (fl(K’g-)) ) 
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i.e., CP asymmetries of order S-10% are eta’11 allowed in principle 
and should be searched for. 

Synopsis of Act h 

(i) A search for CP asymmetries in 

e+e- 4 r(4s) + &Ed 

is very limited in scope, unless one obtains some (partial) 
information on the proper time evolution of the neutral B 
decays by employing asymmetric collisions: 

l direct CP violation can be looked for. 

l One can search for events of the type 
- 

T(4s) + Bd& + f1f2 

where fr , f2 denote CP eigenstates of the same CP parity. 

l All other asymmetries are washed out by the integration 
over times of decay. 

(ii) The reaction 

e+e- -+ B”F* + B”ry 

is very favorable for finding CP asymmetries. A high premium 
is placed on good time resolution if B”-B” mixing is rapid 
since a (double) time integration introduces a factor 2x/(1 + 
x2)2. 

(iii) Using high energy e’e-annihilation or hadronic collisions for 
producing beauty hadrons should allow to resolve the proper 
time evolution of these decays. Of course one has to deal then 
with the problems caused by complex final states. 

(iv) Flavor tagging 

l can be done by partially reconstructing the decays of both 
beauty hadrons or 

l it can be provided by a production asymmetry due to 
y - 2” interference, polarized beams in 

c 
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eLe+ + Z” + b& 

or by leading particle effects, etc. in hadronic collisions. 

(u) Searches for CP asymmetries in inclusive B decays are mean- 
ingful only if proper care is applied. 

(ui) Analogous CP asymmetries should be looked for in the decays 
of neutral D mesons. 

ACT V: CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

The industrious reader who has made it this far will by now 
have grasped one message: a meaningful search for CP violation 
in heavy flavor decays can be conducted only after truly awesome 
experimental challenges have been overcome and it is not clear at 
present how they can be met. Yet the reader should not forget 
about the second message we were conveying: that there are bound 
to be large CP asymmetries in beauty decays that could reach as 
high as 60 % - if the KM ansatz indeed describes at least a major 
part of the CP violation in KL decays. 

We can actually go beyond just stating that in some B decay 
channels there have to be CP asymmetries that are at least a few 
percent, and could reach even sixty percent. In principle, one should 
be in a position to make reliable and reasonably precise predictions. 
There are two categories of reasons why we are presently unable to 
do so: firstly, some of the underlying electroweak model parameters 
are insufficiently known; secondly, intrinsic uncertainties due to the 
impact of strong interactions arise. 

A) Electroweak Model Parameters 

(i) If it is the intervention of B” - B” mixing that is required, 
then one better knows the real size of the relevant parameters, 
namely Am and AI’. This is not the case-yet we can expect 
that future measurements will narrow, or even close, this gap. 
A measurement of the top mass would be of great theoretical 
help for a crosscheck. 

- 
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(ii) Great uncertainties concerning IV(ub)/V(cb)I exist. Once a 
certain body of various well-measured B branching ratios has 

.- - been established, such uncertainties virill decrease significantly. 

(iii) To make a quantitative prediction on CP asymmetries, one 
obviously has to know the value of the KM phase, i.e., Q 
in our notation. In principle, q can be extracted from the 
measured value of cK; at present, however, this procedure 
resembles more a form of art than a craft, let alone a science. 
The situation would improve significantly if the top mass were 
known. 

B) Impact of Strong Interactions 

The term 

- III&(~) -N l~p(f)( sin&w 
P 

drives CP asymmetries and can be observed. The connection be- 
tween the observable and the underlying electroweak parameters is, 
in general, obscured by the presence of strong interactions. 

As pointed out before, there are a few cases where these 
complications can be ignored and one has 

I I g,(f) =l (211) 

while @cpv is given by KM parameters alone; this is true in decays 
that are driven by b + ccs transitions, e.g., 

& ---) tlrKs (212) 

& + Di?Ks (213) 

B, --) Dan,, . (215) 

- 

5 

Equation (211) is not the result of a strict mathematical theorem; 
yet, by the standards of our field it is quite conclusive and, in any 
case, sufficiently convincing to us. This already allows the first 
unequivocal conclusion: 
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l The existence of New Physics is established if decays like 

. . exhibited CP asymmetries in excess of a few percent. 

In decay modes that are driven by b -+ uad,ugd transitions, 
we can guestimate 

Yet FSI (like rescattering and channel mixing) could well violate 
(216) by significant amounts in, e.g., 

- Bd --) A+A- 

B,-+K+K- . 

(216) 

(217) - 

(218) 
On the other hand, we can learn a lot about the significance of FSI 
from the branching ratios once they are measured. Once a body of 
well-measured branching ratios-including BR(B” -+ A++x-, KFA*, 
K+K-)-has been established, we will be able to cross-check rela- 
tions like Eq. (216); this allows further conclusions: 

l When ezperimental data of sufficient sensitivity become 
available, we can extract Im q/pg(f) from the data with rather 
good theoretical confidence. 

l In that case we cari probe the KM triangle, Fig. 1, in a very 
sensitive way. For example: 

-hip (Bd + +Ks) -H sin201 (219) 

Im;p(B, -+ Qp’) N l;P(& + @p”) 1 s in2@s . (221) 
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Fig. 10. The three asymmetry parameters sin 2Qi as a func- 
tion of p with v = 0.2. 

Any violation of planar trigonometry, like 

41 + 42 + 43 # 180’ , 

would establish the presence of New Physics. It should be 
emphasized that these trigonometric relations are independent 
of the problem of relating the KM phase to EK. 

The absolute size of the sin 2cPi are shown in Fig. 10 as a 
function of p for v = 0.2. 

l We would learn to interpret a difference between Ed + 
K-A+, K-p+ and Bd + K+7rr-, K+p- (if observed) in an at 
least semiquantitative fashion. 

EPILOGUE 

Experiments of sufficiently high sensitivity have to turn up 
rather large CP asymmetries in beauty decays. Once detailed data 
on B” - B” mixing and on branching ratios have become available, 
we will be able to state a large number of rather precise predictions. 
If those failed, there would be no “plausible deniability”-the KM 
scheme could no longer be maintained as the sole, or -even dominant, 
source of CP violation, there had to be New Physics. 

If on the other hand they were confirmed we would finally 
have arrived at a tested description of CP violation. It would repro- 
sent a crucial step forward towards the goal of developing a deeper 

- 
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understanding of one of the most mysterious elements in nature’s 
- design. 
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